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To our readers:
Wake Forest University Press has been dedicated to Irish poetry since 1976. Our mission is to offer the best Irish 
poetry, both current and past, to American readers.

Poetry publishing—all publishing, that is—is in uncharted waters. With independent bookstores in peril, the 
emergence of e-books, and the availability of information on the web, publishing is a very different enterprise 
than it was when we began setting books by hand nearly 40 years ago.

Our mission, however, has never changed, even though some of our means of fulfilling it have.

You may buy our books in bookstores, on our website, via email request, or simply by picking up the phone and 
talking to one of our staff. We are starting to venture into e-books, so several of our titles will be avaliable in 
additional formats soon.  

We appreciate our readers, and are grateful for your support. We are partners in this collaboration of poetry—the 
poets who write it, we who publish it, and you who read it. Poetry lives not on the page, but in the minds and 
hearts of its readers.

-WFU Press

review Copies:
If you are a book reviewer, blogger, bookstore, or library, you may be able to receive an early online review copy 
(in PDF form) of Wake Forest University Press publications. To request a copy, please contact us by email at 
wfupress@wfu.edu with your credentials. Reviewers and bloggers should provide three samples of published 
reviews. Review copies are sent out at the discretion of the publisher.

Individuals are invited to join the Wake Forest Press Book Club. There is no fee to join, and membership in 
the Club enables you to receive one copy of each book the press publishes (usually 4-5 a year), right on your 
doorstep, as soon as it is published.

Book Club members receive a 20% discount and free shipping on these new releases and any books purchased.

For more information and to sign up, simply contact us at 336.758.5448 or at wfupress@wfu.edu.

The Book Club is a wonderful way to keep up with the latest and greatest Irish poetry being published, and to 
support the work of the Press.

wake ForesT press Book CluB:
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MiChael longley:
The sTairwell

November 2014          80 pages          Paperback $14.95      
ISBN 978-1-930630-69-7

In The Stairwell, his tenth collection, Michael Longley’s themes 
and forms reach a new intensity. The second part of the 
book is a powerful sequence of elegies for his twin brother, 
Peter, and the dominant mood elsewhere is elegiac. The title 
poem begins: “I have been thinking about the music for my 
funeral . . .” The two parts are also linked by Homer. Longley 
is well-known for his Homeric versions, and the Iliad is a 
presiding presence — both in poems about the Great War and 
in the range of imagery that gives his twin’s death a mythic 
dimension. Yet funeral music can be life affirming. Longley 
has built this collection on intricate doublings, not only when 
he explores the tensions of twinship. The psychologically 
suggestive word “stairwell” is itself an ambiguous compound. 
These poems encompass birth as well as death, childhood and 
age, nature and art, the animal and human worlds, tenderness 
and violence, battlefield and “homeland.” The Stairwell is a 
richly textured, immensely moving work. Michael Longley 
has the rare ability to fuse emotional depth with complicated 
artistry: to make them, somehow, the same thing.

New Irish Poetry

THE STAIRWELL
 for Lucy McDiarmid

I have been thinking about the music for my funeral —
Liszt’s transcription of that Schumann song, for instance,
‘Dedication’ — inwardness meets the poetry of excess —
When you lead me out of your apartment to demonstrate
In the Halloween-decorated lobby the perfect acoustic
Of the stairwell, and stand among pumpkins, cobwebby
Skulls, dancing skeletons, and blow kisses at the ceiling,
Whistling Great War numbers — ‘Over There’, ‘It’s a Long,
Long Way’, ‘Keep the Home Fires Burning’ (the refrain) —
As though for my father who could also whistle them,
Trench memories, your eyes closed, your head tilted back,
Your cheeks filling up with air and melody and laughter.
I hold the banister. I touch your arm. Listen, Lucy,
There are songbirds circling high up in the stairwell.

Photograph © Bobbie Hanvey
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MÁIRE MHAC AN TSAOI:
THE MIRACULOUS PARISH

“A generation before the groundbreaking achievements of 
Eavan Boland, Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, Biddy Jenkinson, Medbh 
McGuckian, Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin, Rita Ann Higgins, and 
others, and in more daunting social circumstances, Máire 
Mhac an tSaoi’s poetry speaks to 
and from the intimate experience of 
women at a time when women’s voices 
were largely inaudible, on the margins 
of Irish literature and society. This 
bilingual selection of her work is the first 
substantial collection to introduce her 
poems to an English-language audience 
and a reminder to readers of Irish as to 
why she is one of the most significant 
poets to emerge since the beginning of 
the language revival almost a century 
and a half ago.”

Louis de Paor, from the Introduction

May 2014        208 pages        Paperback with flaps $17.95        
ISBN 978-1-930630-68-0

An fuath (1967)

Is é a dh’éilíonn an fuath fadfhulang
 agus fadaradhna,
Is é a dh’éilíonn an fuath neamhaithne
 agus daille na foighne,
Is é a dh’éilíonn an fuath méar shocair
 ar ghaiste an raidhfil—
Is ná scaoil go bhfeicfir gealadh na súl
 mar ghealacán uibh id radharc uait!

San am a mbláthóidh an fuath troidfear ar
 thrínsí sráide
Is leathfar an ghloine bhriste roimh eacha
 póilíní ar cos in airde—
Ach idir an dá linn, an fuath, is maith an
 leasú é ar ghairdín
Ar dhu’í gain’í idir dhá thaoide—
 mar a maireann ár mná ’s ár bpáistí!

Hatred (1967)

Hatred demands patience and deadened senses,
Hatred waits for its chance;
Hatred keeps a steady finger on the trigger
And won’t pull it till it sees the whites of the eyes
Like egg-whites in its sights!

When hatred blossoms there will be fighting in the streets
And broken bottles flung at the rearing horses of the riot police;
But in the meantime hatred improves the garden
Built on sand-dunes between two tides—
Where our women and children live.

(translated by Peter Sirr)

New Irish Poetry
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HARRY CLIFTON:
The holding CenTre:

seleCTed poeMs 1974–2004

This selection presents for the first time the thirty-year 
trajectory of an acclaimed Irish poet who has lived and 
worked between the secular and the religious, Eros and 
history, Ireland and elsewhere. Clifton’s extraordinary 
body of work has redefined what it means to be Irish 
in the twenty-first century. Included in this selection 
are poems from Clifton’s earlier books as well as new, 
unpublished work.

February 2014         162 pages      Paperback with flaps $16.95  
ISBN 978-1-930630-66-6

Firefly

It was zigzagging along
In the dusk, when I snatched it

Out of its path of flight
Like the hand of God

Delaying it, temporarily,
Between the why and the wherefore

Of my cupped palms
That glowed, like a votive lamp

Pulsating yellow, so I knew
It was alive in there

In the attitude of prayer
I carried ahead of me

On the latening road—a principle,
A mustardseed of light

That belonged in the dance of atoms
Around me, energies

The dark released
And I, too, had a hand in.

New Irish Poetry
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Recent Irish Poetry
CONOR O’CALLAGHAN:

THE SUN KING

“The most sonically alive of poets...  The Sun King beats radiant 
gold out of the dark shards, the refuse and refusals of life.” 
Maria Johnston, Tower Poetry

“O’Callaghan’s lines sing, compressing stories into images, so that 
ordinary details crystallise and are magicked into mysterious 
flares of significance, as in ‘the antique Nokia on the butcher’s 
block in the bathroom’, which ‘vibrates at all hours like tropical 
wildlife’. Exhilaratingly contemporary... O’Callaghan's best book 
to date.” 
John McAuliffe, Irish Times

December 2013      68 pages      Paperback with flaps $14.95
ISBN 978-1-930630-67-3

Wild Strawberries

Saturday, late
and but for a handful
of neighbourhood girls
hanging in the street,
nothing doing.

I cut the brick,
brim the yard-cart.
The air is thick
with the scent
of wild strawberries’
mown flesh.

This weather we keep
the bedroom sash ajar.
I lie to myself:
they’re not metaphors.
They are not metaphors.
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Collectible, Rare and Limited Editions
WFU Press is pleased to offer a small selection of  collectible, rare, and limited editions. For details on each title, please go 
to our website, wfupress.wfu.edu, and click on the Rare and Ltd. Editions link under the Titles tab.

Ciaran Carson

The Midnight Court $35.00 signed

$21.95 
2006 limited, signed, and numbered clothbound first edition; 

plain vellum wrapper

harry CliFTon

Secular Eden $23.95 2007 limited clothbound first edition; plain vellum wrapper
vona groarke

Juniper Street $35.00 signed

$21.95 
2006 limited, signed, and numbered clothbound first edition; 

plain vellum wrapper
Flight and Earlier Poems $35.00 signed

$21.95 
2004 limited, signed, and numbered clothbound first edition; 

plain vellum wrapper
ThoMas kinsella

Collected Poems $50.00 signed

$30.00 

2006 limited, signed, and numbered clothbound first edition; 
plain vellum wrapper

Poems 1956–1973 $50.00 1979 clothbound first edition (blank cover, no jacket)

MiChael longley

Collected Poems $50.00 signed

$30.00 

2007 limited, signed, and numbered clothbound first edition; 
plain vellum wrapper

Snow Water $21.95 2004 limited clothbound first edition; plain vellum wrapper
Selected Poems 1963–1980 $35.00 1981 first American edition, paperback (with blank cover)

MedBh MCguCkian

The Currach Requires No Harbours $21.95 2007 limited clothbound first edition; plain vellum wrapper
The Book of  the Angel $21.95 2004 limited clothbound first edition; plain vellum wrapper
John MonTague

Drunken Sailor $21.95 2005 limited clothbound first edition; plain vellum wrapper
The Rough Field, fifth edition $35.00 1989 paperback
The Rough Field, fourth edition $50.00 1984 paperback
A Slow Dance $50.00 1975 first American edition, paperback
paul Muldoon

Meeting the British $65.00 1987 first American edition, paperback
Why Brownlee Left $30.00 1980 first American edition, paperback, blank cover, no jacket
riChard Murphy

The Price of  Stone & Earlier Poems $40.00 1985 first American edition, clothbound with original jacket

eiléan ní Chuilleanáin

The Second Voyage $25.00 1977 first edition, paperback

Conor o'Callaghan

Fiction $35.00 signed

$21.95
2005 limited, signed, and numbered clothbound first edition 

with plain vellum wrapper
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Complete List of  Irish Poetry
Ciaran Carson

Featured Titles: 

                  
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

In the Light Of 
Renditions of  Rimbaud’s Illuminations

pb. $14.95 978-1-930630-62-8 2013 64

On the Night Watch pb. $13.95 978-1-930630-50-5 2010 134
Until Before After pb. $13.95 978-1-930630-51-2 2010 114

Collected Poems 
hb. $29.95
pb. $19.95

978-1-930630-46-8
978-1-930630-45-1

2009 600

For All We Know pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-38-3 2008 110

The Midnight Court
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $35.00 signed

hb. $21.95
978-1-930630-26-0

2006 80
pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-25-3

Breaking News
hb. $18.95
pb. $10.95

978-1-930630-11-6
978-1-930630-10-9

2003 64

Selected Poems
hb. $20.95
pb. $12.95

978-1-930630-03-1
978-1-930630-02-4

2001 140

The Twelfth of  Never
hb. $16.95
pb. $10.95

978-0-916390-85-3
978-0-916390-84-6

1998 96

The Alexandrine Plan
In French and English; translations from Rimbaud, Baudelaire, and Mallarmé

pb. $12.95 978-0-916390-83-9 1998 96

Opera Et Cetera
hb. $15.95
pb. $9.95

978-0-916390-76-1
978-0-916390-75-4

1996 96

First Language
hb. $13.95
pb. $8.95

978-0-916390-61-7
978-0-916390-60-0

1994 80

Belfast Confetti pb. $8.95 978-0-916390-40-2 1989 110

harry CliFTon

Featured Titles: 

        
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Holding Centre: Selected Poems 1974–2004 pb. $16.95 978-1-930630-66-6 2014 160
The Winter Sleep of  Captain Lemass pb. $14.95 978-1-930630-60-4 2012 138

Secular Eden
hb. $23.95
pb. $15.95

978-1-930630-37-6
978-1-930630-36-9

2007 206
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denis devlin

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Collected Poems hb. $19.95 978-0-916390-37-2 1990 368

peTer Fallon

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

News of  the World hb. $13.95 978-0-916390-57-0 1993 80

raChel giese

Featured Title: 

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Donegal Pictures
79 duotone photographs

hb. $20.00 978-0-916390-27-3 1987 104

vona groarke

Featured Titles:

            
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Spindrift
hb. $21.95
pb. $12.95

978-1-930630-55-0
978-1-930630-54-3 2010 80

Juniper Street
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $35.00 signed

hb. $21.95
978-1-930630-29-1

2006 64
pb. $11.95 978-1-930630-28-4

Flight and Earlier Poems
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $35.00 signed

hb. $21.95
978-1-930630-13-0

2004 112
pb. $11.95 978-1-930630-12-3

MiChael harTneTT

Featured Title: 

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Selected and New Poems pb. $9.95 978-0-916390-62-4 1994 112

Complete List of  Irish Poetry
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Brendan kennelly

Featured Title: 

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Essential Brendan Kennelly: Selected Poems
Includes CD of  poems read by Kennelly

pb. $15.95 978-1-930630-57-4 2011 160

ThoMas kinsella

Featured Titles: 

         
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Selected Poems pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-40-6 2010 184

Collected Poems
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $50.00 signed

hb. $30.00
978-1-930630-30-7

2006 380
pb. $18.95 978-1-930630-27-1

Peppercanister Poems (1972–1978) pb. $9.95 978-0-916390-12-9 1979 160
Poems 1956–1973
Rare/Collectible

hb. $50.00 978-0-916390-08-2 1979 192

MiChael longley

Featured Titles: 

                 
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Stairwell pb. $14.95 978-1-930630-69-7 2014 80
A Hundred Doors pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-56-7 2011 80

Collected Poems
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $50.00 signed

hb. $30.00
978-1-930630-32-1

2007 368
pb. $18.95 978-1-930630-31-4

Snow Water
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $21.95 
pb. $10.95

978-1-930630-15-4
978-1-930630-14-7 2004 64

The Weather in Japan
hb. $18.95
pb. $9.95

978-0-916390-96-9
978-0-916390-95-2 2000 80

Michael Longley continued on next page

Complete List of  Irish Poetry
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Michael longley continued

TiTle priCe ISBN Date pages

Selected Poems
hb. $20.95
pb. 12.95

978-0-916390-90-7
978-0-916390-89-1 1999 132

The Ghost Orchid pb. $9.95 978-0-916390-72-3 1996 62
Selected Poems 1963–1980
Rare/Collectible

pb. $35.00 978-0-916390-14-3 1981 64

louis MaCneiCe

Featured Titles:

    
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Collected Poems pb. $23.95 978-1-930630-63-5 2013 836
Selected Poems pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-41-3 2009 160

derek Mahon

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Yellow Book
hb. $15.95
pb. $9.95

978-0-916390-82-2
978-0-916390-81-5 1998 57

The Hudson Letter
hb. $14.95
pb. $8.95

978-0-916390-71-6
978-0-916390-70-9 1996 64

MedBh MCguCkian

Featured Titles: 

                
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The High Caul Cap
Also avaliable as e-book 

pb. $14.95 978-1-930630-65-9 2013 64

My Love Has Fared Inland pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-48-2 2010 96

The Currach Requires No Harbours
hb. $21.95
pb. $11.95

978-1-930630-34-5
978-1-930630-33-8 2007 80

The Book of  the Angel
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $21.95
pb. $11.95

978-1-930630-17-8
978-1-930630-16-1 2004 88

The Soldiers of  Year II
hb. $19.95
pb. $11.95

978-1-930630-09-3
978-1-930630-08-6 2002 130

Shelmalier
hb. $17.95
pb. $11.95

978-0-916390-87-7
978-0-916390-86-0 1998 120

Medbh McGuckian continued on next page

Complete List of  Irish Poetry
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Complete List of  Irish Poetry
Medbh Mcguckian continued

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Selected Poems hb. $17.95 978-0-916390-78-5 1997 94

Captain Lavender
hb. $15.95
pb. $9.95

978-0-916390-67-9
978-0-916390-66-2 1995 83

Marconi’s Cottage pb. $8.95 978-0-916390-51-8 1992 112
On Ballycastle Beach pb. $6.95 978-0-916390-30-3 1988 60

paula Meehan

Featured Titles: 

    
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Painting Rain pb. $11.95 978-1-930630-42-0 2009 104

Dharmakaya
hb. $18.95
pb. $10.95

978-1-930630-05-5
978-1-930630-04-8 2002 52

Máire MhaC an Tsaoi

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Miraculous Parish
In Irish, translated by eleven Irish poets

pb. $17.95 978-1-930630-68-0 2014 208

John MonTague

Featured Titles: 

                
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Speech Lessons pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-59-9 2012 64
The Rough Field 
Sixth Edition

pb. $11.95 978-1-930630-21-5 2005 96

Drunken Sailor
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $21.95
pb. $11.95

978-1-930630-19-2
978-1-930630-18-5 2005 80

Smashing the Piano
hb. $19.95
pb. $10.95

978-1-930630-01-7
978-1-930630-00-0 2001 88

Collected Poems
hb. $31.95
pb. $19.95

978-0-916390-69-3
978-0-916390-68-6 1995 376

The Rough Field
Fifth Edition, Rare/Collectible

pb. $35.00 978-0-916390-42-6 1989 96

Mount Eagle pb. $6.95 978-0-916390-33-4 1989 75
John Montague continued on next page
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Complete List of  Irish Poetry
John Montague continued

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Great Cloak pb. $6.95 978-0-916390-07-5 1978 63
The Rough Field 
Fourth Edition, Rare/Collectible

pb. $50.00 978-0-916390-21-1 1984 84

A Slow Dance
Rare/Collectible

pb. $50.00 978-0-916390-01-3 1975 64

paul Muldoon

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Meeting the British
Rare/Collectible

pb. $65.00 978-0-916390-26-6 1987 64

Why Brownlee Left
Rare/Collectible

pb. $30.00 978-0-916390-13-6 1980 48

riChard Murphy

Featured Titles: 

    
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Collected Poems
hb. $28.95
pb. $18.95

978-0-916390-98-3
978-0-916390-97-6 2001 216

The Mirror Wall
hb. $13.95
pb. $7.95

978-0-916390-36-5
978-0-916390-35-8 1989 84

The Price of  Stone and Earlier Poems
Rare/Collectible

hb. $40.00 978-0-916390-24-2 1985 190

eiléan ní Chuilleanáin

Featured Titles: 

            
TiTles priCe ISBN daTe pages

Legend of  the Walled-Up Wife
From the Romanian of  Ileana Mălăncioiu

pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-61-1 2012 80

The Sun-fish
hb. $21.95
pb. $12.95

978-1-930630-53-6
978-1-930630-52-9 2010 68

Selected Poems pb. $12.95 978-1-930630-44-4 2009 119

The Girl Who Married the Reindeer
hb. $18.95
pb. $10.95

978-1-930630-07-9
978-1-930630-06-2 2002 69

Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin continued on next page
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Complete List of  Irish Poetry
eiléan ní chuilleanáin continued

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Brazen Serpent
hb. $13.95
pb. $7.95

978-0-916390-65-5
978-0-916390-64-8 1995 50

The Magdalene Sermon and Earlier Poems pb. $8.95 978-0-916390-43-3 1991 64
The Second Voyage
First Edition, Rare/Collectible

pb. $25.00 978-0-916390-05-1 1977 54

nuala ní dhoMhnaill

Featured Titles:

        
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Water Horse
In Irish, translated by Medbh McGuckian and Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin

pb. $12.95 978-0-916390-93-8 2000 128

The Astrakhan Cloak
In Irish, translated by Paul Muldoon

pb. $10.95 978-0-916390-54-9 1993 80

Pharaoh’s Daughter
In Irish, translated by thirteen of  Ireland’s leading poets

pb. $10.95 978-0-916390-53-2 1993 160

Conor o'Callaghan

Featured Titles: 

    
TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

The Sun King pb. $14.95 978-1-930630-67-3 2013 68

Fiction
Avaliable in paperback and limited edition hardcover

hb. $35.00 signed

hb. $21.95 
978-1-930630-24-6

2005 112
pb. $11.95 978-1-930630-23-9

Seatown and Earlier Poems
hb. $19.95
pb. $9.95

978-0-916390-92-1
978-0-916390-91-4 2000 96

peTer sirr

TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

Selected Poems pb. $11.95 978-1-930630-22-2 2005 96
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Irish Anthologies
The wake ForesT series oF irish poeTry, vol. iii 978-1-930630-64-2 2013 220 pp. pb. $19.95

The wake ForesT Book oF irish woMen’s poeTry 978-1-930630-58-1 2011 660 pp. pb. $19.95

The wake ForesT series oF irish poeTry, vol. ii 978-1-930630-47-5 2010 270 pp. pb. $17.95

      

The new norTh: ConTeMporary poeTry FroM 
norThern ireland

978-1-930630-35-2 2008 301 pp. pb. $19.95

The wake ForesT series oF irish poeTry, vol. i 978-1-930630-20-8 2005 232 pp. pb. $17.95

The wake ForesT Book oF irish woMen’s poeTry, 
1967–2000 (priCe reduCed)

978-0-916390-88-4 1999 314 pp. pb. $15.00

Poetry from Colette Bryce, Justin Quinn, John McAuliffe, Maurice Riordan, and Gerard Fanning. 
Selected, edited, and with a preface by Conor O'Callaghan, plus interviews with the poets.

Revised, greatly expanded second edition with new preface and poetry from 16 poets: Eiléan Ní 
Chuilleanáin, Eavan Boland, Eva Bourke, Medbh McGuckian, Kerry Hardie, Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, 
Mary O’Malley, Rita Ann Higgins, Paula Meehan, Moya Cannon, Katie Donovan, Vona Groarke, 
Enda Wyley, Sinéad Morrissey, Caitríona O’Reilly, and Leontia Flynn.
Selected and edited by Peggy O'Brien.

Poetry from Seán Lysaght, Moya Cannon, Thomas McCarthy, John F. Deane, and Máire Mhac an tSaoi.
Selected and edited by Jefferson Holdridge.

Poetry from Seamus Heaney, Derek Mahon, Ciaran Carson, Paul Muldoon, Medbh McGuckian, 
Michael Longley, Jean Bleakney, Chris Agee, Moyra Donaldson, Gary Allen, Damien Smyth, Andy 
White, Matt Kirkham, Gearóid Mac Lochlainn, Frank Sewell, Paul Grattan, Sinéad Morrissey, 
Alan Gillis, Leontia Flynn, and Nick Laird.
Selected and edited by Chris Agee.

Poetry from Harry Clifton, Dennis O’Driscoll, David Wheatley, Sinéad Morrissey, and Caitríona 
O’Reilly.
Selected and edited by Jefferson Holdridge.

Poetry from Eavan Boland, Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin, Medbh McGuckian, Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, 
Rita Ann Higgins, Paula Meehan, Mary O’Malley, Kerry Hardie, and Moya Cannon.
Selected and edited by Peggy O’Brien.
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Broadsides

Bilingual French Poetry
auThor/ TiTle priCe ISBN daTe pages

various

Women's Poetry in France, 1965–1995: A Bilingual 
Anthology
Selected and translated by Michael Bishop

pb. $17.95 978-0-916390-79-2 1997 392

Claire Malroux

Edge
Translated by Marilyn Hacker

pb. $9.95 978-0-916390-74-7 1996 101

FranCis ponge

Selected Poems
Translated by Margaret Guiton, John Montague, and C.K. Williams

pb. $12.95 978-0-916390-58-7 1994 232

JaCques dupin

Selected Poems
Translated by Paul Auster, Stephen Romer, and David Shapiro

pb. $11.95 978-0-916390-52-5 1992 193

philippe JaCCoTTeT

Selected Poems
Translated by Derek Mahon

pb. $11.95 978-0-916390-31-0 1988 161

leonTia Flynn

“saTurday in The pool”

Used with permission of 
the poet

      8.5” x 14” $10.00

riTa ann higgins

“soMe people”

Used with permission of 
Salmon Press

      8.5” x 14” $10.00

CaiTríona o'reilly

“oCTopus”

Used with permission of 
Bloodaxe Books

      8.5” x 14” $10.00

All signed and laser printer on quality linen paper.
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